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Abstract. Amira is a powerful 3-D visualization package and has been employed recently by the science 
and engineering communities to gain insight into their data. We discuss a new paradigm for the use of 
Amira in the Earth sciences, which relies on the client-server paradigm. We have developed a module 
called WEB-IS2, which provides web-based access to Amira. This tool allows Earth scientists to 
manipulate Amira controls remotely and to analyze, render  and view large datasets through the Internet, 
without regard for time or location. This  could have important ramifications  for GRID computing.  

1. Introduction 
There is an ongoing explosion of data in the geosciences: datasets are growing in size at 

what seems to be exponential rates because of the acquisition of satellite interferometry and 
multispectral data, geodetic data collection campaigns and ever more detailed seismic surveys. 
Large scale, three-dimensional, unsteady simulations of geophysical phenomena over a wide 
range of spatial and temporal scales contribute significantly to this growth. Aside from the sheer 
size of the data sets, large scale multi-institution, multi-regional collaborations result in the 
distribution of this data across the globe. Both these trends make it all but impossible for the 
Earth scientist to effectively visualize and analyze the available data in a timely manner 
(Erlebacher et al. 2001).   

There is a clear need to develop tools that efficiently extract relevant subsets of the data 
that can be manipulated and analyzed by the scientists. These tools comprise the gamut from 
computational tools that preprocess the data into more useful forms, analysis tools that can 
perform relevant statistical studies, and visualization tools to help the scientist gain insight into 
the structure of the data (Erlebacher and Yuen 2002, 2003).  

 In this paper, we discuss the use of Amira (http:/www.amiravis.com), a middleware 
program to make available to the end users the capability of interactively exploring their data, 
although they may not have at their local sites the necessary software. Amira is a 3D visualization 
and modeling system that allows researchers to visualize scientific datasets from various 
application areas, e.g., medicine, biology, chemistry, physics, engineering, and the geosciences. 
From the perspective of visualization, Amira has already proven to be a very effective tool. Users 
construct programs visually with flow charts of modules that represent tasks (e.g., isosurfacing, 
thresholding, volume rendering, etc.) or via Tcl scripts.  In both cases, the result is the display of 
a subset of the original data. Furthermore, Amira uses some advanced algorithms that capitalize 
on the hardware available on many of the current commodity graphics cards. However, very large 
datasets cannot, and should not, be loaded into memory in their entirety. For example, data sets 
can easily exceed one terabyte for a single time-dependent numerical simulation on a grid with 

 points, which is only a moderate size when compared to the largest simulations currently 
underway at resolutions of  (Yokokawa 2003). As an illustration, a single variable, at a 
single time, at this high resolution takes up 0.5 Terabytes. To help navigate the range of 
technologies involved in this work, we list the acronyms used in Table 1, along with URLs when 
appropriate.  
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It is quite clear that aside from developing efficient extraction techniques to act on these 
datasets (which require themselves extensive computational resources), it is necessary to have at 
one’s disposal the facilities to visualize the results of the extraction process without regard for 
geographical location. It is with this end in mind that we have developed the initial steps in an 
ambitious program to provide remote visualization resources that will permit users to interact 
with their data without having at their disposal the high performance software and hardware that 
is necessary. The results can be displayed on a client, whose capabilities range from that of 
laptops to handheld devices. 

 
Acronym Definition URL 
ACE Adaptive Communication 

Environment 
http://www.cs.wustl.edu/~schmidt/ACE-
documentation.html

BMP Bitmap http://www.csdn.net/dev/Format/-
windows/Bmp.html

CGI Common Gateway Interface http://www.w3.org/CGI/  
GAT Grid Application Toolkit http://www.gridlab.org/  
GUI Graphical User Interface  
HTTP Hyper Text Transfer 

Protocol 
http://www.w3c.org/Protocols/  

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts 
Group 

http://www.JPEG.org

PIL Python Image Library http://www.pythonware.com/products.pil  
Tcl Tool Command Language http://www.tcl.tk
URL Uniform Resource Locator http://www.w3.org/Addressing/  
VAN Visual Area Networking http://www.sgi.com/visualization/van
WEB-IS Web-Based Interrogation 

System 
 

WEB-IS2 Web-Based Interrogation 
System,  
version 2 (with links to 
Amira) 

 
 

WDI Web-Based Data 
Interrogation 

 

XML Extended Markup Language http://www.w3.org/XML/  
    

Table 1: List of acronyms used in the text 
  
The system described in this paper is called Amira Web-based Service (WEB-IS2), which 

is a web-based interactive application that allows users on a client machine to remotely control, 
display and share visual information generated by Amira on a server over the Internet. The name 
WEB-IS2 was chosen to reflect that the described software is one of a series of several generation 
of tools in the Web-based Interrogation System (WEB-IS) series (Garbow et al. 2003b).  

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) on the client browser lets users interact with the system 
via icons and a pointer rather through text entry at a command line (see Figure 1).  The GUI 
provides a convenient front-end to facilitate the use of Amira from anywhere in the world, based 
on a reliable, fast network. Most of the computational work is performed on the server, with only 
user interaction done on the client. As a consequence, our software is accessible from any 
location with Internet connectivity. The only requirements imposed on the client are that the 
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browser be able to display Java 1.4 applets, which is easily satisfied. For this reason, WEB-IS2 
can be used almost on any platform. Although the demands on the client hardware are modest, the 
range of screen sizes demands that we pay particular attention to the details of the user interface. 
While users demand flexibility, they are often put off by a lack of simplicity and ease of use. The 
number of options displayed on the screen of a PDA must be kept to a minimum, with the only 
the most useful options directly accessible.  

Our aim is to successfully overcome the limitations of handheld devices to allow them to 
be used as a “powerful” and portable resource. The client sends Amira commands or scripts to the 
server for dataset visualization or analysis. The Amira server renders and analyzes the dataset at 
the request from the client and sends the resulting image or the analyzed results over the Internet 
to the client to be displayed. As a result, users interact with the client through a web browser, 
decoupled from both the Amira server and the physical datasets. 

 

 
 
 
Figure 1  Web-based service for Amira allows user to analyze, render  and view (using amira) the large datasets over 
the Internet from a web browser. 
 

In summary, our goal is to enable the analysis and visualization of the large geophysical 
datasets stored around the world using client devices that range from laptops to handheld devices 
used by geographically distributed organizations. 

2. Related work 
Garbow has developed a web-based interrogative system, called Web-based Data 

Interrogation (WDI) that permits the users to analyze data remotely over the Internet using a 
client-server paradigm (Garbow et al. 2001, 2003a-b). This system promotes portability, dynamic 
results on-demand, and collaboration among researchers separated by long distances. A major 
feature of WEB-IS2 is its capability to generate non-compressed data suitable for analysis by 
WDI’s server, and a JPEG image for display in the WDI client. An interface is provided so that 
users can analyze the data from Amira with WDI.  They have recently expanded on their idea of 
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web-based data interrogation with the Web-based Interrogation System (WEB-IS), which allows 
the user to navigate through their 3-D datasets and interactively analyze the data for statistics or 
apply data mining techniques. In WEB-IS, the developer creates his own visualization tools on a 
case by case basis. Our software, however, harnesses the visualization power of Amira, although 
specialized routines can also be written that expand the capabilities of Amira. Upgrading WEB-IS 
to WEB-IS2 will greatly expand the ability of scientists to explore their large datasets.   

Silicon Graphics provides a commercial solution called Visual Area Networking (VAN) 
(http://www.sgi.com/visualization/van) to advanced visualization and collaboration across 
multiple sites, allowing scientists around the world to work cooperatively and share visualization 
information with each other VAN provides instant, visual access to large data sets--independent 
of the location of the data or the person accessing it. However, the software is massive and very 
expensive, and also in addition, is designed to run only on SGI machines. These constraints limit 
its widespread adoption. 

The GridLab project (http://www.gridlab.org) is an ambitious project led from Poland that 
aims to develop a flexible, easy-to-use, generic and modular Grid Application Toolkit (GAT), 
enabling today’s applications to make innovative use of global computing resources. They have 
already developed remote access tools to visualize huge datasets, monitor performance and 
simulation properties and interactively steer the simulation (http://www.cactuscode.org). 
Moreover, GAT is designed to handle dynamic reconfiguration of the grid and a certain level of 
fault tolerance. However, GAT requires much more software than ours to use it.  An extensive, up 
to date reference on Grid activities has just appeared (Berman et al. 2003).  

3. HTML Interface to Amira 
The panel of the client interface is divided into four areas, labeled A, B, C and D. There are 

two buttons, “Start” and “Stop” in area A. They let users initiate and terminate Amira. Once 
initiated, an Amira script is loaded and run on the Amira server. Area B provides a dropdown list 
to browse directories and retrieve a particular Amira script file. The results of running the script 
on the server can be checked by capturing a snapshot of the viewer (see “Get Snapshot” button in 
area C), which is displayed in area C. In a future version, the snapshot will be generated 
automatically. The difficulty lies in the inability of Amira to send out messages over the socket, 
for example acknowledge a task completion. Area D allows the user to select a dataset and 
connect to the Web-based Data Interrogation (WDI) component of the system (Garbow et al. 
2003a). WDI is then loaded into the current browser ready to manipulate the data contained in the 
file referred to by WEB-IS2.  

WEB-IS2 makes extensive use of Python (http://www.python.org), the Adaptive 
Communication Environment (ACE) (http://www.riverace.com), Tcl (http://www.tcl.tk), and 
C/C++. CGI scripts are written in Python, the message communication between the Common 
Gateway Interface (CGI) and the Amira server are written with the help of the ACE Application 
Programmer Interface (API); and the communication program interfaces to Amira through the 
intermediary of Tcl scripts. (Amira console only accepts external commands written in Tcl.) 
Statistical processing and other analysis routines are written in C or C++ to maximize 
performance.  

The images in the client interface are two-dimensional bitmaps sent from the server in 
compressed JPEG format (http://www.JPEG.org). As a consequence, client-side storage and 
network resources are relatively low, which is an ideal match for handheld devices, since their 
main bottleneck (when compared to capabilities of current laptops) is low-performance software 
and hardware. The client sends command information to the server, which is then responsible for 
passing on the message to the proper end-point: either Amira or the computational engine 
attached to WDI responsible for the statistical calculations. Finally, the server sends either a 
compressed image or computed statistical data to the client.  
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4. Design and Implementation 
Client-server architectures seek to separate out user functions (user interface and display) 

from the more computationally intensive tasks. Figure 2 is a bird’s eye view of the architecture. 
Multiple clients, ranging from desktop computers to handheld devices, each with a browser that 
supports Java 1.4 applets, have the ability to connect to a server capable of running high level 
visualization software. As implemented, the server plays multiple roles: it is a repository for the 
datasets to be analyzed, it hosts the Amira software, and it runs the statistical software used by 
WDI. Clearly, as an increasing number of users access the system, it will become overloaded. It 
will therefore be important to separate out these functions as much as possible, and allow them to 
run on separate servers.  Although this has not yet been implemented, the proposed architecture 
and software tools have been selected with this generalization in mind. In what follows, the word 
server refers to a single machine that handles data storage, computation and visualization.  

 

 
Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the “client – Amira server” setup used for WEB-IS2 

 
The client interfaces with the server through the intermediary of CGI scripts written in 

Python (http://www.python.org). Python is an interpreted language with high-level data structures 
and a simple but effective approach to object-oriented programming. Python is open source and is 
supported by a large number of third party modules and libraries. To speed up development, 
Python provides powerful debugging utilities that generate detailed error diagnostics directly 
within the client’s browser. The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is a standard for interfacing 
external applications with an information server. CGI scripts execute in real-time and output 
dynamic information (http://www.w3c.org/CGI). They are invoked by an HTTP server, and then 
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executed. Output is returned to the client.  During execution, a CGI script sends commands to 
service programs (such as Amira), retrieves their output, and returns them to the client. Clients 
communicate with the CGI scripts on the server through input parameters encoded into a URL.  

An important restriction on the use of our system, as opposed to WEB-IS (Garbow et al. 
2003b) is the current lack of off-screen rendering capability for the Amira software package. As a 
consequence, the server cannot be a machine used by the researchers for routine work, visual or 
otherwise, else there may be interference with remote usage. Furthermore, the rendering appears 
on the screen, which necessitates that some user be logged onto the server console to ensure that 
Amira can be activated remotely. It should also be noted that our current version of WEB-IS2 has 
only been tested on Linux systems. Recent research has demonstrated the possibility of off-screen 
rendering of graphics programs without the need to modify their source code (Stegmaier et al. 
2002).  

 

Figure 3 Functional setup for WEB-IS2 that allows remote visualization and data analysis with Amira over the Internet. 
The client interacts with the CGI script located on the web browser (right), which provides an interface to interact with 
the server (left) to analyze, render and view datasets with Amira. 

 
A more detailed flowchart of our implementation is illustrated in Figure 3. The underlying 

message communication between CGI and the Amira application makes extensive use of the 
Adaptive Communication Environment (ACE), a modern, high-performance application 
framework and C++ class library that implements multi-threaded socket-based communication, 
and is heavily based on patterns (Schmidt 2000). ACE includes a wide variety of classes and 
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patterns that simplify the development of communication software, thereby enhancing flexibility, 
efficiency, reliability and portability (http://www.riverace.com).  

Currently, all of WEB-IS2 is on a single server, and supports multiple clients. However, we 
allow for the possibility of activating multiple instances of Amira on the server. To this end, the 
CGI script opens a socket connection, referred to as a connector, which in turn communicates 
with an acceptor. The acceptor is a daemon whose role is to redirect the incoming 
messages to the correct Amira instance. Messages sent to Amira can originate either from WEB-
IS2 or from WDI. The acceptor passes the message received to the Amira application, which 
is for producing a bitmap image (BMP format), that is sent to WEB-IS2 or to WDI.  

  

 
 
 
Figure 4. A snapshot of WDI client interface analyzing data from WEB-IS2. The image area displays the compressed 
image sent by server, which is based on uncompressed datasets in server. The user can view and analyze the desired 
datasets by sending request to server. The server utilizes Amira with WEB-IS2 to generate the image and data suitable 
for WDI. The data shown were generated by numerical simulations of 3D convection in the Earth’s mantle (Dubuffet et 
al 2001).  

 
One advantage of the Acceptor/Connector pattern is a clear separation between the 

task of creating a socket connection from the computational task that follows. As a result, 
connection establishment policies and subsequent tasks can be fine-tuned independently 
(http://www.cs.wustl.edu/~schmidt/ACE-documentation.html). In addition, the use of ACE 
should make upgrading the current underlying connection mechanism to support multi-threaded 
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connections, necessary for a robust high performance scalable network-distributed system, a 
relatively straightforward endeavor. Finally, use of ACE as the underlying communication 
scheme will allow us to separate the Amira server from the WEB server for improved security 
and more flexibility. 

We have written several Amira modules in Tcl that are preloaded into Amira when it is 
activated by the remote client. These are meant to simplify control scripts. Examples include 
routines to take snapshots and to quit the program (with appropriate cleanup). As our experience 
with WEB-IS2 grows, we will replace selected low performance Tcl modules with C++ 
implementations, and add additional modules to perform specialized functions, such as wavelet 
transforms and other kinds of analysis (Erlebacher and Yuen 2003). Currently, Tcl 
(http://www.tcl.tk) is the only means of interacting with Amira without accessing its C++ API.  

Each instance of Amira has a unique port number associated with it. The software is 
capable of accepting Tcl commands to execute via this port. The port number is therefore useful 
for the acceptor to uniquely tag clients using Amira. Currently, a single instance of Amira can 
only be controlled by a single client. In the future, we would allow multiple users to control a 
single instance of Amira, via token sharing; in the simplest case, the token and the port number 
are the same. More elaborate schemes become necessary when operating multiple Amira servers.  

5. Capabilities 
WEB-IS2 has two modes of user interaction. The first is based on the HTML interface shown in 
Figure 1. The second is provided by the interface to WDI, which can instruct Amira to slice the 
data and perform statistical analysis. An image of the WDI interface is shown in Figure 4. 

5.1 Capabilities of client based on HTML 
WEB-IS2 can activate multiple Amira instances from one or multiple client browsers and 

control them individually, although all copies of Amira are instantiated on a single server. Each 
session is identified by the port number associated with a particular Amira instance. When an 
Amira starts up, its startup script sends the port number to the requesting client. Users can switch 
among different Amira instances easily by switching port numbers. The port number behaves like 
a token through which each user is identified. Given enough hardware resources, memory in 
particular, many instances can be supported since the computational load for a single idle instance 
is relatively small. In our case (dual XEON 1.7GHz,, one GByte memory), Amira consumes 
approximately ten percent of the CPU resources and nearly 2.5 percent of the memory (25 
MBytes) in the first few seconds, after which CPU utilization drops to zero and the process status 
switches to sleep mode. However, memory consumption is unchanged. The main bottleneck for 
supporting additional Amira instances is therefore memory and the particular user applications. 
Complex scripts involving several large datasets on a system with insufficient memory will 
severely limit performance of even a single user. In practice, there should be a cluster of servers, 
each running its own version of Amira. With a fixed amount of hardware, it becomes necessary to 
pay more attention to optimizing visualization and data processing algorithms, multitask 
scheduling and reducing the mutual influence among different instances.  This last point concerns 
the problems encountered by two users simultaneously invoking Amira on a system that does not 
yet support off-screen rendering. Unless precautions are taken, the displays will interfere with 
each other.  

The client GUI provides facilities to enter Amira commands or to select an Amira script 
file, which contains a sequence of commands. In either case, the commands are sent to the Amira 
server to be executed. A startup script, executed when Amira is instantiated, allows us to preload 
additional modules specific to WEB-IS2. We take advantage of this to overload certain 
commands. For example, “exit” has been overloaded to clean up our environment and to notify 
the client browser that the corresponding port number is “dirty” and should be returned to the 
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pool of available ports. In the future, we will provide an interface to allow users to use their own 
startup script, which would enable them to load modules with functionality unique to their 
particular tasks.  

Script debugging is currently an unsolved issue. Amira does not send return data to the 
outside world. Therefore, debugging information will have to be sent to the client through the 
intermediary of a data file. There is no message returned if the script or command that is 
submitted to Amira has an error. After a predefined time period, a timeout event will occur, and 
the user can proceed. A possible solution to this problem is to construct a list of commands 
accepted by the system. Any command entered by the user not on this list will be rejected. A 
better solution would be to modify Amira to allow two way communications between it and the 
external world through a socket. 

The snapshot of the Amira viewer can be retrieved and displayed in the client browser at 
any time. This feature allows users not only to examine the result of running a series of 
commands, but also to trace the status of a dynamic process if the script generates animations in 
the Amira viewer. Because the process of getting snapshots does not influence the execution of 
the script (it only interrupts it), the snapshot can be retrieved at anytime without concern for side 
effects.  

A timeout option, controlled by the user, is provided to avoid indefinite periods of 
inactivity, possibly due to network congestions, server overload, etc. If the client does not receive 
a response from the Amira server within the timeout period, a message dialog pops up to the 
client screen and the session in progress is interrupted. This greatly reduces unnecessary 
resources on both the server and on the client.  

5.2 Interaction through WDI 
Users interested in generating statistical histograms based on the datasets being analyzed 

can choose the desired dataset in area D of WEB-IS2 and connect directly to WDI whose client 
interface is shown in Figure 4. WDI then communicates directly with the instantiated Amira 
executable. WDI is a web-based interrogative system that lets users analyze their data. The image 
from datasets generated by Amira can be sent to the client side of WDI to be manipulated further 
with the help of server-side computational modules. Results computed by the WDI server are sent 
directly to the WDI client interface.  

 

 
 

Figure 5. A snapshot of widgets in the interface of WDI program, they are involved with the interaction between WDI 
system and WEB-IS2. 
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Currently, Amira is only used to take cuts of a dataset along the x-y, x-z, or y-z coordinate 
directions, using the ortho module from Amira. The data is assumed to be defined on a Cartesian 
mesh. Alternative cutting options on more general grids are easily implemented since they are 
already provided by Amira. The entire process is controlled by a master python CGI script. Its 
functions are: 1) extract input parameters from URL, 2) send instructions to Amira to generate a 
slice, 3) take a snapshot in BMP format, 4) construct a color map, 5) convert the BMP image to a 
compressed JPEG format, 6) store the JPEG image in a location accessible by the WDI client, and 
6) return the color map to the client.  Selected details of these steps are described below. 

A particular slice is determined by two directions (one of axial (x-y), coronal (x-z), or 
saggital (y-z)), and an index along the third coordinate direction (Figure 5). The index is 
controlled by the slider bar, whose values range from zero (minimum coordinate value) to 100 
percent (maximum coordinate value). The slice information is sent to the master CGI script, 
which is passed on to Amira. The resulting BMP snapshot (uncompressed format) and color map 
generated by Amira are saved on the server, in a directory whose name is associated with the user.  
The color map contains five columns: an index, an RGB triplet, and the value of the variable of 
interest (e.g., temperature).  

To convert the BMP image into a form usable by WDI, it is necessary to extract only the 
physical data. To this end, the background color in Amira is set to a uniform color not included in 
the color map. All lights in the scene are turned off to eliminate color gradation related to any 
effect other than the variable itself, and third, choose camera parameters to maximize the size of 
the image in the viewer. PIL is used to separate the background data from the actual slice data. A 
JPEG image is generated from this cropped data and is made available to the client for display. 
The client polls for the existence of the expected file every second. When available, it is uploaded.  

The construction of the data array (necessary for the statistical calculation) requires an 
association of every pixel in the BMP image with a data value. A combination of a quicksort 
algorithm (Hoare 1962) with a binary search algorithms (Aho et al. 1983) were used to quickly 
construct this array. Unmatched pixels are assigned a special value to ensure that they are not 
considered during statistical processing. 

The interface to WDI program specifically related to slicing is shown in Figure 5. There are 
four tabs. Three tabs refer to different directions of the cutting plane and the sliders below them 
specify the translation (in percentage units) of the cutting plane. A simple caching mechanism has 
been implemented to minimize redundant computations. Each time a new snapshot is taken by 
Amira, the bmp and JPEG files are stored on the server, and are given a name that encodes the 
dataset along with the particular slice number and direction. When the master CGI script receives 
the slicing information, it first checks for the existence of the requested slice. If it is available, 
Amira is not invoked, and the appropriate JPEG image is immediately available to the client. The 
threshold tab allows the user to specify a degree of uncertainty in the index slider position. For 
example, if the threshold value is set to 5 and the current translation value is 45, the program will 
consider any percentage value in the range of 40 to 50 as identical to 45.  If a slice at a percentage 
value between 40 and 50 is already in cache, it will be used and Amira is not invoked. Once the 
number of stored slices exceeds 100, they are all deleted. More elaborate mechanisms will be 
developed in future work. 

6. Future work 
Datasets in the geosciences are becoming increasingly decentralized and distributed. 

Typically, due to size consideration, the data will remain in archival storage on the 
supercomputers where they will be generated. When the data sizes prevent them from being sent 
in their entirety to a processing server, it is necessary to perform some preprocessing and only 
transmit some subset to one or more visualization servers for display on one or more clients.  
These datasets generally take the form of extracts, or features the user is interested in, which 
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usually take a tiny fraction of the storage occupied by the original data (Post et al. 2003). Data is 
also stored in so-called data repositories (Houstis et al. 1999), centralized locations whose sole 
purpose is to maintain huge collections of data, possibly with software support capable of 
extraction subsets according to a variety of criteria). Data collected from satellites are also stored 
on Earth in centralized locations and made accessible through web interfaces, also called 
gateways or portals (http://ioc.unesco.org/oceanteacher/resourcekit/M3/Data/Datasets/EarthData-
Pubs/MainServers.htm). There are many situations where a particular analysis might depend on 
multiple datasets stored at several locations, making it even more important to have the capability 
to decouple data storage from data analysis. It is, however, necessary that the data storage areas 
have computational capability to at least extract subsets of the data to send either to 
computational servers for processing (e.g., for feature extraction, cluster analysis, etc.) prior to 
the reduced data being sent to the visualization server, and ultimately to the client. Of course, the 
details of where the data migrates as several tasks are executed should be transparent to the user. 
To this end, we expect GRID toolkits to play an increasing role.  
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Figure 6. Functional setup for future WEB-IS2, which will decouple the Web server from the Amira and data servers. 
This will provide enhanced flexibility, higher security, and distributed computing. 

 
In order to meet these complex and challenging requirements, we will decouple the Amira 
application from data storage from data preprocessing to achieve total distributed capability. Thus, 
one or more data servers will handle stored datasets and establish a parallel multi-threaded 
communication with the Amira server. This setup can definitely exploit the characteristics of 
computational grids, which link together distributed computers and consume their unused cycles 
for various types of calculations. Most importantly, much effort has gone recently into providing 
uniform web-based interfaces to these distributed resources (Fox et al. 2001, Pierce et al. 2002). 
Since visualization alone is not sufficient to improve our understanding of the very large data sets 
already at our disposal, it is necessary to couple visualization with advanced forms of data mining, 
cluster analysis, and other feature extraction techniques. In this regard, the Grid will play an 
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important role, allowing us to farm out the necessary work to available processors and access 
backend resources, such as data (Fox 2003). These will transform the data to a more useful form, 
which will be sent to the visualization servers prior to display on the clients.  

Another planned generalization is the separation of the HTTP server from the Amira server. 
Thus, the Amira server could reside behind a firewall. Its data could be tunneled to a server 
outside the firewall using a port open for this purpose. Perhaps the ports could be rotated for 
additional security. We expect the generality of the ACE library to help us implement such a 
scheme. As a result, we will have enhanced security, and potentially the capability to use 
resources (inside firewalls) not otherwise accessible. Figure 6 shows the scheme for our future 
plan. It should be compared with the current implementation illustrated in Figure 3. 

In the future we wish to improve the efficiency of our system from three directions:  
1) Network transfer efficiency can be improved by better use of parallelism and more 

elaborate caching mechanisms and data compression techniques;  
2) Data processing efficiency, which could be improved by specialized Amira modules 

written with Amira Developer and parallel algorithms; and 
3) Client side interactive efficiency, which can be improved by providing a more friendly 

interface and updating the current version to implement some interactive graphics so that some 
kinds of data manipulation could be implemented locally with very few resources.  

We wish to replace our HTML interface to Amira with a Java Applet, perhaps by 
upgrading WDI. This would provide more fluid interactions, rather be limited by the delays 
inherent in a stateless HTML protocol.  Another area that merits additional work is the need to 
preprocess data stored on supercomputer to put them in a form suitable for visual analysis. 
Datasets of  and beyond clearly cannot be sent to a visualization server. Solutions are 
required based on processing routines capable of executing on a variety of platforms. These could 
be stored in a database and migrated to the appropriate platform. Java provides facilities to 
accomplish this through reflection, which could greatly enhance the flexibility of any system that 
aims to provide a maximum amount of transparency to the users.   
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7. Conclusion 
The datasets nowadays in geosciences are growing at what appears to be an exponential 

rate, which clearly justifies the need for visualization, feature extraction, and compact data 
representations (Erlebacher and Yuen, 2003). Furthermore, the sheer size of these datasets 
themselves prevents them being transferred from one machine to another efficiently. Paralleling 
this trend, visualization software, such as Amira, are increasingly complex and resource 
consuming. The software we developed allows huge datasets to be visualized and analyzed with 
Amira remotely over the Internet. Our system has already been used to explore large numbers of 
earthquake events processed through clustering techniques (Dzwinel et al. 2003, Garbow et al. 
2003b).  The design of our implementation using ACES will soon allow multiple users to visually 
collaborate by manipulating a single dataset with little concern for the client device at their 
disposal. These clients will only require a browser capable of displaying Java applets. As the 
deluge of data continues, innovative solutions that maximize ease of use without sacrificing 
efficiency or flexibility will continue to gain in importance, particularly in the Earth sciences. 
Major initiatives, such as Earthscope (http://www.earthscope.org), which will generate at least a 
terabyte of data daily, stand to profit enormously by a system such as WEB-IS2. 
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